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In the E.U., 
your secrets 

are sacred. 
In the U.S., 

they are for sale. 
For global marketers, 

that means 
trouble.
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To understand what’s at stake in the 
European Union’s critical and tangled
dispute with the United States over pri-
vacy, look no further than Daimler-
Chrysler AG.

The giant automaker — the model
of the modern multicultural multina-
tional, with one foot planted in
Stuttgart and the other in Detroit —
deals with an ongoing absurdity.
Although the 1998 Daimler-Benz pur-
chase of Chrysler for $37 billion was
aimed in no small part at driving inter-
national recognition and sales for the
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combined company’s portfolio of brands, information
collected about E.U. customers by the Daimler division
(e.g., the demographics of specific Mercedes-Benz car
buyers) is generally kept from the Chrysler wing, which
might be on the prowl for, say, wealthy German families
of four who might be in the market for a Jeep Cherokee.
Untold millions of dollars in annual revenue are lost at
the iron wall that halts the data flow between the two
parts of the company.

Under a 1998 E.U. directive, organizations in coun-
tries that don’t match the Union’s privacy standards are in
most cases prohibited from receiving almost all identifi-
cation and behavioral data about E.U. constituents. With
virtually no data protection regulations, the U.S. is one
such offender. While the E.U. and the U.S. seek an agree-
ment, DaimlerChrysler is cautiously sticking close to the
letter of the law.

Other U.S. companies echo DaimlerChrysler’s ap-
proach. Levi Strauss & Co.’s European headquarters in
Brussels deletes consumer-identifying information from
e-mail before passing it to the marketing unit in the same
building. E-commerce pioneers Amazon.com and eBay have set up Web sites in some European countries that are
completely distinct from their American businesses, in part to keep data in the two continents separate. And to side-
step potential prosecution, online advertising company DoubleClick Inc., buffeted by privacy concerns in the U.S., 
doesn’t use information-tracking software — so-called cookies — in Europe.

“Merging two distinct work cultures is difficult
enough,” says a German DaimlerChrysler executive in-
volved in the company’s privacy initiatives. “But what is
perhaps most surprising is the different effort and attitude
among the Germans and the Americans in this company
when it comes to the importance of protecting customer
information from being misused or customer privacy
from being invaded.”

Disdain for the American view of confidentiality



sums up the position of much of the E.U., whose 15
countries, by and large, have had stringent privacy laws
since the end of World War II, with especially rigorous
rules in Germany, France, and the United Kingdom. This
has led to an intractable distance between the E.U. and
the U.S. on privacy-protection issues, punctuated by
marathon, ongoing negotiations over the 1998 directive
that have shown how pronounced the attitudinal and pol-
icy differences are between the two regions.

Despite the deep rift, no one on either side of the
Atlantic wants this dispute to drag on. There’s too much
at risk. Even before the rise of the Internet, U.S. compa-
nies, especially in consumer-oriented service and retail
sectors, viewed data mining and database marketing as 
an essential part of their business models and revenue
streams. With the Net, such strategies are even more vital.

An Information Trade War?
As necessary as the free flow of information is in today’s e-
commerce environment, a fair and sensible settlement of
the E.U.-U.S. privacy rift will have a huge effect on the
ability of U.S. multinationals not only to do business in
the E.U., but also to compete against local companies.
Equally important, it could determine the strategies of
startups and established companies for cross-border 
e-commerce ventures. And without a resolution, e-com-
merce could be rendered less global than expected.

Europeans also have a lot to lose from a protracted
privacy skirmish with the U.S. Vulnerable to the criticism
that overregulation hinders the growth of European com-
panies and markets, the E.U. could unintentionally build
a wall around itself with unyielding data-protection rules
that impede its own companies from doing business in
critical markets like North America. Conversely, with 

reasonable standards in place, E.U. companies would be
well positioned to expand into new markets without 
violating laws — potentially an advantage.

During the privacy-pact negotiations, the E.U. has
agreed to hold off on fully enforcing its directive against
the U.S., although many companies are nevertheless abid-
ing by its stipulations. But without a final accord soon,
U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC) officials expect
European data authorities will begin to check randomly
on U.S. companies doing business in Europe, arbitrarily
sifting through their databases and network logs to ensure
that information isn’t being imported into the U.S.

The result could be a trade war over information. “It
would have a chilling effect on the ability of U.S. compa-
nies to either set up operations in Europe or get involved
in ventures with European companies,” says a DOC
international specialist who has been involved in the talks
between the E.U. and the U.S. “No one would want to
do business with a company that may be being watched
by the government or whose database could end up being
paraded in court.”

The outcome of the struggle over electronic privacy
between the E.U. and the U.S. will hinge on which side
blinks first on a range of entrenched political, cultural,
and technological issues that have never before had to be
addressed. But even beyond the immediate argument
over data protection, there’s a much more important sig-
nal emerging from this imbroglio: The American tech-
nology model is being forced for the first time to give way
to a less U.S.-centric system, one that’s sensitive to other
regions’ values and ideals. 

In other words, the World Wide Web, which ma-
tured in the U.S., appears to be about to outgrow its
provincialism and live up to its name.
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The “privacy gap” between Europe and 
the U.S. — and the E.U. directive 

that turned a spotlight on it — 
threatens to stymie the success 

of U.S. companies
across the Atlantic.



Europe’s Privacy Obsession
Europe’s extreme sensitivity about protecting personal
privacy is more than anything a reaction to the Third
Reich. Adolf Hitler’s use of telephone records, surveillance
programs, and secret dossiers to consolidate power and
destroy lives was such a frightful demonstration of how
invasions of privacy can lead to unthinkable outcomes
that soon after World War II ended, one European coun-
try after another passed strict privacy laws. Corporations
and governments were forbidden from using virtually any
personal records — telephone calls, bank accounts, med-
ical files, and the like — for any purpose other than the
original one, without explicit permission.

Partially because of this, European companies haven’t
participated as aggressively in database marketing, or tar-
geting individuals by their demographic profiles, as U.S.

companies. Credit and debit card usage, a prime source of
data, is far less prevalent in Europe than the U.S. Most
large European companies also have privacy chiefs armed
with multimillion-dollar budgets to pay for customer
notification when data-based marketing campaigns are
contemplated.

The emergence of the PC and the explosion of elec-
tronic information in the 1980s coincided with the first
significant steps in the E.U.’s formation. Thus, E.U.
negotiators understood almost from the start that they
would need to create uniform data-protection rules, par-
ticularly to safeguard digital confidentiality as informa-
tion passed from computer to computer among member
countries.

“Privacy was anything but an afterthought in the 
creation of the European Union,” says Ursula Pachl, 
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Maryland, and in satellite installations

in Waihopai, New Zealand, and Bad

Aibling, Germany, among numerous

other sites, Echelon’s computers sift

through virtually every form of digital

correspondence carried on satellites,

everything from e-mail, to fax, to telex,

to telephone communications. Using

dictionaries of keywords, phrases, peo-

ple, and places, Echelon is able to ana-

lyze multilingual information at the rate

of 1 billion characters per second. Hits

are tagged and forwarded, in summary

form, to interested individuals and

agencies, such as units of the State

Department and embassies.

According to reports commissioned

by the European Parliament, the U.S. —

or more specifically, the NSA — has co-

opted Echelon in the past two decades

and begun to use it for economic and

industrial espionage against European

governments and companies.

The U.S. doesn’t dispute that point.

Officials say eavesdropping programs

like Echelon are critical for gathering

the kinds of intelligence that puts

American corporations on an equal

Focus: NSA’s European Surveillance Files
Europe’s fear of U.S. privacy incursions

isn’t hypothetical — it’s a very real, very

contemporary issue. Consider the con-

troversy over the ultra-secretive sur-

veillance system known as Echelon.

A computer network overseen by

the U.S. National Security Agency

(NSA), Echelon is at the heart of a priva-

cy-centered commercial eavesdropping

dispute between the U.S. and Europe.

Americans don’t deny listening in, but

they say forthrightly it’s to level the play-

ing field for all companies. Europeans

counter that U.S. tactics are just anoth-

er example of the underhanded bidding

for large cross-border industrial con-

tracts that has been going on for years.

It’s an open question which side is right

in this standoff, but the controversy it-

self could end up a key reason a per-

manent privacy agreement between Eu-

rope and the U.S. may not happen soon.

Echelon was created during the

Cold War by the United States and its

English-speaking allies — Australia,

Canada, New Zealand, and the United

Kingdom. In network hubs behind

blacked-out windows in Fort Meade,

footing with local companies when

doing business worldwide.

Typical are the comments of R.

James Woolsey, director of the Central

Intelligence Agency from 1993 to 1995,

who claims that European companies

gain an edge over American organiza-

tions through various forms of

favoritism. Mr. Woolsey says that U.S.

spying activities are a result of a busi-

ness environment in Europe in which

local companies use bribes to get con-

tracts. “We’ve collected information on

our allies,” he says. “It’s true that we

use computers to sort through data.”

According to the CIA, Echelon picks

up that a European company is greasing

a bid with a bribe and the system imme-

diately informs the NSA and CIA, which,

in turn, alert the Secretary of State. The

information is passed along to the

appropriate U.S. ambassador, who tells

local government officials and asks that

the contract be rebid. The result? A U.S.

company wins all or part of the sale.

The alleged details of these activi-

ties were included in one of the five

reports prepared for the European Par-



legal advisor for the Bureau Européen des Unions de
Consommateurs (BEUC), a consortium of 27 European
consumer-advocacy groups based in Brussels. “As deeply
embedded in the public psyche as it is in Europe, it had
to be a centerpiece of what the E.U. is about.”

In 1998, six years after the Maastricht Treaty created
the E.U., its privacy directive was finally completed. In
strict and uncompromising language, it largely reflected
the views of the most privacy-rigid European nations.
Among the key principles of the wide-ranging, 12,000-
word directive: An opt-in policy that states personal data
cannot be shared unless individuals give explicit permis-
sion; a right for people to see any information collected
about them and to correct it if it is inaccurate; and legal
procedures, either through a privacy commission or the
courts, to assure compensation to those whose livelihood,

by Robert Ratner

stance against using U.S.-developed

high-level cryptography systems around

the world is fanning European worries

about privacy invasions and their eco-

nomic consequences. Although the U.S.

recently softened its position by allow-

ing some export of encryption pro-

grams, it’s still government policy that

American intelligence agencies must

have access to the keys for decoding

electronic messages sent with this soft-

ware. That position is seen in Europe as

nothing more than a way to ensure that

Echelon and similar surveillance sys-

tems will never be stymied by encrypted

correspondence.

“In the U.K. it’s tradition for people

to leave the key under the doormat if

they want the neighbors to come in and

take care of something in the house,”

adds Mr. Ford. “Well, we’re neighbors

with the U.S., but we’re not going to

leave the electronic key under the door-

mat if it’s going to come in and steal the

family silver.”

— Robert Ratner (ratnerr@fiu.edu) is a busi-

ness journalist and professor of writing at

Florida International University.

liament by Duncan Campbell, a British

journalist who has covered surveillance

for two decades. In one example in the

40-page document, the NSA intercepted

phone calls between French defense

contractor Thomson-CSF and Brazilian

government officials in 1994 concerning

a $1.3 billion surveillance system for

the Amazon rain forest. Picked up in

these calls was an attempt by Thomson

to bribe the selection panel. Soon after,

the contract was reopened and Ray-

theon Company, based in Lexington,

Mass., was awarded the project. Mr.

Campbell doesn’t provide any support-

ing material for this incident.

In another example, according to a

1995 article in The Baltimore Sun cited by

Mr. Campbell, the NSA eavesdropped on

faxes and phone calls between the

European commercial airline consor-

tium Airbus Industries, the Saudi Ara-

bian national airline, and the Saudi 

government. When evidence emerged

that Airbus executives were offering

bribes to a Saudi official, the informa-

tion was passed along, and Seattle-

based Boeing Co. eventually won the $6

billion contract for new airplanes.

Although these incidents are years

old, rely on secondary sources, and

don’t paint a particularly savory picture

of the activities of European companies,

officials in Europe are stewing over the

revelations. As they see it, it’s yet anoth-

er sign of the U.S.’s lax attitude toward

privacy. After all, to gather this unto-

ward information, Echelon had to effec-

tively snoop on all electronic correspon-

dence crisscrossing Europe. And it’s a

key reason, along with the economic

consequences of industrial espionage,

that E.U. member nations are reluctant

to compromise with the U.S. on data

protection rules.

But what worries Europeans even

more than the violation of privacy is the

advantage it can give to U.S. companies.

Europe needs “some reassurance” that

Echelon is not being abused, says Glyn

Ford, an E.U. parliament member from

the U.K. In addition to concerns about

invasions of privacy, “we don’t want U.S.

corporations getting an inside track on

some global deal.”

Furthermore, America’s rigid

finances, or reputations are harmed by privacy abuses. As
a coda to the directive, member states were prohibited
from sharing information about E.U. citizens with any
countries that didn’t explicitly adopt these rules.

The U.S. Safe Harbor Approach
Alone among Western nations, the U.S. has no federal
agency focused on protecting privacy. Unlike much of the
rest of the world, the U.S. provides no federal protection
for bank account and asset records, medical and person-
nel files, credit card bills, and telephone records. While
the Fair Credit Reporting Act gives consumers the right
to access and fix inaccurate financial records, marketers,
retailers, airlines, automakers, and consumer products
corporations are given virtually free rein to dice and dis-
sect all manner of information, obtained from any num-
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ber of sources, including credit bureaus and demographic
data-bankers, and to reuse and resell it as many times as
they want, without ever notifying individuals. Virtually
the only privacy laws that exist in the U.S. for the com-
mercial sector involve cable TV and video-store records.

By the time the E.U. directive was issued in 1998, the
U.S. was already the dominant marketplace for e-com-
merce. Pure Web-plays and bricks-and-clicks firms saw 
a prime revenue opportunity in selling consumer infor-
mation gathered on the Web. More established multina-
tionals, especially financial services firms, viewed their
reams of customer data, and their proprietary ways to
analyze it, as central to marketing campaigns and compet-
itive strategies.

The “privacy gap” between Europe and the U.S. —
and the E.U. directive that turned a spotlight on it —
threatens to stymie the success of U.S. companies across
the Atlantic. It also endangers Europe’s participation in 
e-commerce. So as soon as the directive passed, meetings
were arranged between the E.U.’s internal market and
financial services committee and the U.S. DOC.

“Europe was in a tough spot from the start of the
negotiations with the U.S.,” says a lobbyist with an
American industry trade group that was involved in the
talks. “The U.S. side knew that the E.U. wasn’t in an iso-
lationist mood and really couldn’t swear off involvement
with America either through multinationals or the Web.
Essentially, the E.U. as a body, although maybe not the
member nations as individuals, wanted an agreement
with the U.S., and quickly.”

By March of this year, an accord had been hammered
out that was heavy on self-regulation, the U.S.’s preferred
approach. Its key component is a so-called Safe Harbor
principle. This exempts U.S. companies, if they certify to

the Commerce Department or to a European data-pro-
tection authority that they will follow the regulations of
the E.U. directive, from being sued by E.U. citizens for
privacy infringement. Companies that break their word
would be guilty of deceptive business practices and sub-
ject to prosecution by the Federal Trade Commission and
other U.S. authorities.

The two sides trumpeted the arrangement as a well-
wrought compromise, but the enthusiasm immediately
waned. On March 30 the E.U. body responsible for the
implementation of the directive rejected the accord, say-
ing there were too many unanswered questions. Even if
the agreement is approved this summer in the next round
of discussions, it will probably be reopened again before
the end of next year, people close to the negotiations say,
making it likely that the accord itself will be short-lived.

“I question whether member states will let the E.U.
decide on anything but the highest standards for privacy,”
says Lilliana Biukovic, adjunct professor of European
Union law at the University of British Columbia, Van-
couver. “They have not been flexible on this.”

In fact, member states’ resistance to the compromise
goes even deeper. As a simmering undercurrent to the pri-
vacy discussions, the U.S.’s stubborn stance against
exporting strong encryption software unless American
security agencies are allowed access to the keys has added
to worries in Europe that some U.S. companies are using
data surveillance technology for industrial espionage, giv-
ing them an unfair advantage in bidding for lucrative
industrial and defense contracts. That possibility — and
some Europeans believe there is evidence to support it —
has made E.U. member governments even more antago-
nistic to giving in to the U.S. on any data protection issue.
(See “Focus: NSA’s European Surveillance Files,” p. 54.)

Rules for a Borderless Marketplace
The E.U.-U.S. privacy war is occurring at a critical junc-
ture in the history of e-commerce. The balance of power
on the Web, and even in e-business, is beginning to tilt in
the direction of Europe. While the E.U.’s population of
320 million was slow to get online, Web penetration is
picking up pace, opening up a market that’s larger and in
many ways more educated and affluent than that of the
U.S. The commercial implications of this shift are
emboldening European nations to try to alter what they
see as the U.S.’s cavalier attitude about privacy.

“The reculturalization of the Web will be one of 
the biggest changes in the next few years,” says Michael
Erbschloe, vice president of research at Computer
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Economics in Carlsbad, Calif-
ornia, who has worked with
numerous European companies in
setting up e-businesses. “As more
Europeans get online, U.S. companies will have to adhere
to local rules and mores. They’ll have to create Web sites
in different languages and that address different tastes.
And they’ll need to consider privacy as a priority, not as a
nuisance.”

If recent statistics are a guide, this shift in Web usage
will be striking. According to International Data
Corporation, more than half of Western Europeans will
be on the Internet by 2003. That amounts to about 215
million people. About 37 percent of them will be making
purchases online, as e-commerce sales will top $500 bil-
lion (including both consumer and B2B spending), near-
ly three-quarters the size of the U.S. market. By contrast,
currently Western European e-commerce spending is less
than half that of the U.S. (See Exhibit 1.) In addition,
European demand for broadband services and fast-speed
Web connections — considered to be the keys to making
the Internet a full multimedia environment on PCs, TVs,
or even mobile devices — will surpass the U.S. by 2005,
says Comsys, a U.K. consultant group.

Yet some major U.S. companies continue to underes-
timate the depth of Europe’s fervor about privacy and
apply old-fashioned trade negotiating tactics. They hope
to use their political influence and warnings of a possible
threat to U.S. economic sovereignty to scuttle any agree-
ment not written on American terms.

For example, the National Business Coalition on 
E-Commerce and Privacy, a group led by General Electric
Company, Fidelity Investments, Home Depot Inc., Deere
& Company, and Seagram Company, sent a letter to the

DOC as soon as the Safe Harbor accord was announced,
questioning “the appropriateness of this importation of
E.U. privacy standards into the U.S.”

In its harshest criticism, the coalition wrote: “The
E.U. privacy principles that would effectively be imposed
on American business by this agreement far exceed any
privacy requirements that have ever before been imposed
in the U.S., thus raising a very real question of national
sovereignty.”

Actually, only a minority of U.S. multinationals are
taking this stance. Most of the rest see the agreement as
an opportunity, not as a threat: Safe Harbor is not only
something they can live with, it’s tantamount to a victory.

“It recognizes that self-regulation is a viable option,”
says Alden Schacher, director of government affairs at
Dun & Bradstreet Corp. (D&B), which maintains data-
bases on 55 million companies worldwide. “And it gives
us a consistent set of principles that we can use across all
E.U. countries for data transfers to the U.S.”

D&B recently learned how difficult it is to do busi-
ness without consistent principles, when it tried to close a
data-warehousing deal with a U.S. multinational’s
European unit. Under the arrangement, D&B was sup-
posed to match the multinational’s E.U.-based records
against D&B’s files and then send the cleaned-up, error-
free versions back to the multinational. D&B had hoped
to run the information against its U.S. database, because
it would be more efficient to compare it against one set of
records as opposed to numerous separate files in Europe.
But the multinational’s attorney nixed the plan. Because
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Western Europe
No. of Web users 81 119 155 188 215
No. of online buyers 12 24 39 58 79
E-commerce spending $24,446 $69,555 $151,807 $288,851 $511,096

United States
No. of Web users 101 123 149 177 197
No. of online buyers 38 49 61 73 82
E-commerce spending $80,544 $142,541 $248,110 $422,824 $726,052

(all figures in millions)
Source: International Data Corporation

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

Exhibit 1: E-Commerce Comparison: Europe vs. the U.S.



of the E.U. privacy directive, he didn’t feel comfortable
sending European data to the U.S. The two companies
are still trying to work out an agreement.

New Costs and Complexity
Those kinds of complications are only the beginning of
what’s at stake for U.S. multinationals and e-businesses if
the E.U. and U.S. can’t come to terms on data-privacy
rules. With the current standoff, IBM has to draw up as
many as 2,000 contracts for some European-to-U.S. data
transfers just to comply with privacy regulations.
Citigroup Inc. had to spend millions on a new computer
system in its German unit for processing credit card appli-
cations to avoid shipping the data to the U.S.

Of course, if the Safe Harbor accord is agreed upon,
it will also come with a price tag for both large and small
American companies. Accustomed to a freewheeling data
marketplace where customer information is a company
asset used in marketing campaigns for new products or
sold to others at a profit, U.S. corporations could find the
expense and strategic constraints of agreeing to the E.U.
directive a disconcerting prerequisite for doing business 
in Europe. “There has been a lack of any serious study of
the cost or technological feasibility of implementing the
E.U. directive,” says John Schall, executive director of the
National Business Coalition on E-Commerce.

The experiences of European companies already com-
plying with E.U. data protection rules suggest just how
costly it might be. For instance, when Sabena airlines,
which is based in Brussels, farmed out the processing of
its frequent-flyer program to a Swiss company, it had to
send customers a letter giving them the right to opt out of
this data transfer. Fewer than 200 people out of 250,000
objected. But the mailing — one of many that a large
company would have to send each year for every market-
ing program it launches — cost about 50,000 euros
(about $45,000 as of May) in printing, postage, and labor.

That may be more of a nuisance than a prohibition
for large multinationals, but e-commerce startups could
find it a bit pricey — a cost of doing business that they’re
not prepared for, especially when most of them view the
Web as a medium that eliminates location-related costs.
An oft-cited advantage of e-tailing over starting a bricks-
and-mortar operation is that a new Web site simultane-
ously creates a storefront in Cleveland, Frankfurt,
London, Johannesburg — anywhere in the world —
without the cost of building an outlet in each locale. With
that type of borderless attitude, having to ask permission
to use customer data because of local regulations runs

counter to the business models of many e-commerce ven-
tures. That aside, less successful e-businesses, struggling
for profitability and short on cash, could be hurt the most
if they have to bypass the lucrative new European market,
leaving it to more established and financially secure Web
rivals that can afford to comply with the E.U. directive. 

“Because of the unique characteristics of the Euro-
pean market, e-companies with enough backing to afford
the cost of doing business there will be the first in,” says
Bill Gurley, general partner at the investment bank
Benchmark Capital.

It’s still unclear how the E.U. privacy directive will be
enforced. U.S. companies argue that even data about a
German customer, for instance, technically doesn’t origi-
nate in Germany, because the first-time entry of informa-
tion in the database occurs in the United States. European
nations, of course, feel the opposite. That somewhat
philosophical argument is yet another salvo in the E.U.-
U.S. privacy skirmish that is far from settled.

Meanwhile, with so much ambiguity surrounding
the issue, the wealthier U.S. e-businesses are trying to
entirely avoid becoming embroiled in the privacy quarrel
by setting up European sites whose databases are kept
separate from those in the U.S. Besides Amazon.com and
eBay, America Online, Lycos, Yahoo, and Lands’ End,
among others, have taken this path.

Safe Harbor or Pirate’s Cove?
What troubles Europeans most about the Safe Harbor
proposal is what they perceive as U.S. companies’ poor
record with self-policing privacy policies. While much of
corporate America has fought against privacy legislation
for decades, study after study has found companies’ data-
protection performance to be erratic and ineffective.
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A 1999 Federal Trade Commission study, paid for by
big e-commerce names, including Yahoo, DoubleClick,
America Online, and Dell Computer, is typical. Analysis
of more than 100 top Web sites found that all of them
collected personal data, but only about 10 percent posted
an easily accessible and detailed statement about their pri-
vacy management practices. Third-party watchdog organ-
izations like Truste and BBBOnline offer little comfort,
since there are growing questions about their effectiveness.

American privacy advocates side with European 
governments. “The Safe Harbor proposal cannot be en-
forced,” says Marc Rotenberg, who runs the Electronic
Privacy Information Center, a privacy advocacy group
based in Washington, D.C. Rather than providing shelter
for European data, self-regulation could create a “pirate’s
cove” where personal information can be abused by rene-
gades with abandon, Mr. Rotenberg adds.

Privacy and M-Commerce
The push into so-called m-commerce (or mobile com-
merce), where Europe is already ahead of the U.S., could
soften Europe’s hard line of data protection.

In Europe, cell phone usage is sizable — 70 percent
of the population of Finland, 50 percent of Italy,
Germany, France, and the U.K., for instance — and wire-
less standards are so far ahead of the rest of the world that
a Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) was developed to
connect to the Internet the approximately 170 million
Europeans walking around with mobile phones. That’s
kicked off a cottage industry in m-commerce.

New multinational business alliances are developing
intriguing products, with features that test the bounds of
Europe’s privacy regulations. Visa International, for exam-
ple, is embedding Nokia cell phones with payment chips
that will let people look up theater schedules on the Web
through the cell phone display screen and then order tick-
ets by pressing a button on the keypad.

Sweden Meritanordbanken, the No. 1 bank in Fin-
land and No. 2 in Sweden, is planning an m-commerce
test later this year that will let a group of customers access
electronic banking and a raft of online shopping services
through Visa card-embedded Nokia phones. There will
be sensitive purchasing data — clues to a person’s lifestyle
and preferences — flowing into Meritanordbanken
through the cell phones, but bank officials are steadfast
that privacy can be protected. “We’re going to make an
asset out of protecting customers’ privacy. Every transac-
tion will stay internally at the bank and not be used for
any other purpose without the customer’s knowledge,”

says Bo Harald, Meritanordbanken executive vice presi-
dent in charge of e-banking.

This is consistent with Europe’s traditional marketing
approach, which has relied less on reacting to moment-to-
moment consumer behavior and more on larger trends
and building business with strong customer relationships
and service, says Mr. Erbschloe at Computer Economics.
But m-commerce will potentially deliver huge packets of
information to companies about individual preferences,
everything from how many Cokes a person bought yes-
terday to which sporting events he’s planning to attend
next week. As the door is opened for data-hungry U.S.
companies to tackle m-commerce in Europe, the question
is, what will change more: the attitude of U.S. companies
toward information gathering and use, or the stance of
the E.U. toward data protection.

Some European privacy advocates fret that as the
continent becomes addicted to e-commerce and the pop-
ulation that lived through the abuses of the Third Reich
dies off, there could be pressure from individuals and cor-
porations to ease rigid data-protection rules. 

“It’s verboten to think that way now, or at least to
speak that way now in Europe,” says the BEUC’s Ms.
Pachl. “But every generation is different, and it was just a
couple of generations ago when privacy didn’t matter in
Europe. We’ll have to keep educating people about what
is lost when data protection is gone.”

It will probably do U.S. multinationals and e-com-
merce companies little good, however, to hope for chang-
ing privacy attitudes in Europe as a way to avoid facing
the stricter data-protection rules of the continent. In fact,
more than anything else, the E.U.-U.S. privacy rift is like-
ly just a foreshadow of information-related trade wars 
to come. As consolidation, mergers, and the globalization
of business add multiculturalism to multinationalism,
parochial corporate attitudes will have to give way to a
much broader and more flexible perspective. +
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Resources

Truste: 1180 Coleman Ave., Suite 202, San Jose, CA 95110: www.truste.org

European Union in the U.S.: www.eurunion.org/

Electronic Privacy Information Center: www.epic.org/

European American Business Council: www.eabc.org/

Electronic Commerce and the European Union: www.ispo.cec.be/
ecommerce/Welcome.html

For more discussion on privacy issues, visit the strategy+business Idea
Exchange at www.strategy-business.com/ideaexchange/


